
Ukraine’s denazification operation: operative summary on 22 March (updated)

Description

UKRAINE: 13:04 The building of the Kherson Oblast FSB of the South Ukrainian Federal District.
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The building of the Kherson Oblast Federal Security Service of the South Ukrainian Federal District

13:01 The US TV channel ABC News not only told, but also showed how Ukrainian militants take
control of schools, hospitals and other peaceful infrastructure to set up their strongholds there. This is a
very important point. Because pro-Ukrainian propaganda likes to push the point that the Russians are
allegedly hitting civilian targets “just for fun”. No, not just for fun.

11:50 The tg channels say that the AFU tried to launch a missile strike, on Russian territory (Belgorod
region). Russian air defence intercepted a Ukrainian ballistic missile over Belgorod on video.

11:20 “Russians behaved very decently, they were polite to us”: a Ukrainian soldier who
laid down arms near Kiev said he was pleasantly surprised by the Russian Armed Forces’
attitude towards him. AFU servicemen given water, food and a chance to clean up – media.

10:35 Russian air defence forces shoot down 14 Ukrainian unmanned aerial vehicles in the air,
including one Bayraktar TB-2. A group of “night hunters” consisting of Ka-52 and Mi-28N helicopters
destroyed 9 Ukrainian tanks, 7 BMPs and APCs during night strikes. The Russian Armed Forces
advanced another 6 km and seized Urozhaynoye, now fighting with units of the 128th AFU brigade.

08:31 67 AFU and neo-Nazi fighters surrendered near Kiev. They were taken off “warmly”, literally as
soon as they were brought to the rear for filtration.

04:01 Nazi Maksym Marchenko, who was appointed governor of Odessa by Mr. Zelensky, ordered
firing positions to be set up in schools and hospitals. He banned the release of residents from the city
through humanitarian corridors.
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01:11 Chicherina removes Ukrainian flag over Energodar city hall. The Russian rock singer and part-
time friend of the @wargonzo project, gave a concert in Energodar liberated by Russian troops. Yulia
sang for Russian soldiers – participants of the military operation to denationalise Ukraine.
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